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Abstract

Using FPGAs in smart sensing or IoT (Internet of Things)
applications has lacked popularity, mainly due to the high
costs of the silicon and the design expense, compared to
a classical standard microcontroller. Complete vendor
specific system on chip designs typically require a larger
FPGA which exceed the classical price limit of an IoT
controller. However, some FPGAs have started to be-
come competitive when a single chip solution with spe-
cific interfaces is required. The author presents a vendor-
independent solution of a System On Chip (micro con-
troller including peripherals) that is described using XML
language, configured and built for synthesis using stan-
dard open source utilities. The used micro controller soft-
core is featured by a free GCC toolchain, an on-chip-
Debugger and fits easily on a < 7USD FPGA. The ap-
proach does not require further deep knowledge of VHDL
and is intended for pure embedded-software engineers.
The solution can be virtualized and runs as ”Model in
the loop” with a GNU Debugger, for instance, allowing
full 1:1 simulation and verification of the entire design.

1 Motivation

With increasing requirements for specially customized
interfaces for tiny embedded solutions, FPGA ven-
dors have begun to provide the market with pro-
grammable silicon that is competitive in price with
classical microprocessor solutions. One drawback at
this FPGA low end however is a trade off of logic
amount versus power consumption, plus the develop-
ment complexity introduced by HDL concepts. The
typical requirement for an embedded system con-
nected to a network is at least a microprocessor that

can be programmed in C. Tiny FPGAs are not (yet)
equipped with simple hard processor IP and often
lack space for the vendor specific soft cores. There-
fore, microcontrollers have in most cases been the bet-
ter choice for small scale IoT applications. However,
finding the right CPU solution can sometimes cost
more time than the custom HDL development, which
makes the FPGA more attractive again. The chal-
lenge on the FPGA side is, to find a CPU core provid-
ing some state of the art programmer’s luxury (such
as In Circuit Debugging) at very little logic usage.

Hardware design languages like VHDL and Verilog
run into limitations when free configurability of a sys-
tem is required. Many tool vendors have attempted
to leverage the development process using different
language concepts (like SystemC or SystemVerilog).
Others again are focusing on more abstract descrip-
tion languages and concepts, such as IP-XACT. This
is an XML based hardware description language that
translates into other source code formats (C, VHDL,
documentation) using XML style sheets. Quite a few
system builder tools use XML under the hood. How-
ever, all these solutions are – apart from IP-XACT –
rather vendor specific and sometimes subject to a cer-
tain half life. Reusability of code is therefore always
critical over a longer period like ten years.

The author has, independently from IP-XACT, de-
veloped an XML dialect ’devdesc’ that was designed
to describe existing register hardware and export
register entities down to a single bit to a network
interface using abstract ”Properties”. The accompa-
nying communication protocol is named netpp (Net-
work Property Protocol, see also [netpp] Appendix
A.1) and is typically run through UDP or TCP, how-
ever, tunnel protocols over other interfaces like UART
and USB exist as well. The netpp basic goals:
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1. Allow a smart device to communicate what it is
capable of

2. Leave a small memory footprint only

3. Require one uniform control tool only for all
netpp-speaking devices

The question for the past few years while develop-
ing netpp solutions was: Can the devdesc dialect be
used to create hardware without bloating the basic
’keep it simple’ concept? And the next question aris-
ing: Would it even be possible to move all front end
intelligence into the FPGA, as well? This summarizes
in the following task list:

1. Develop concept to generate System on Chip
HDL designs from XML file

2. Find small, but capable soft CPU core for FPGA

3. Choose and implement communication interface

4. Investigate port of netpp library to this SoC

5. Pass netpp regression tests

Last but not least, the system should be somewhat
easy to use for hardware programmers who do not
necessarily have to understand VHDL in depth.

2 Concepts

2.1 XML design

Based on the netpp concept from a software devel-
oper’s perspective, the XML devdesc dialect had to
be made ready for the hardware. This requires some
in depth examination of classical register concepts.

2.1.1 Peripheral registers

The devdesc XML language had been initially focused
on software, in particular C header generation from
register descriptions, as displayed in Fig. 1. The
headers contain register and bit field mnemonic de-
fines, such as UART0 TX, that are typically referenced
a few times in a hardware abstraction layer. Changes
of the register addresses will only require to recom-
pile the code and no further manual corrections in the
source code.

Fig. 1: SysCtrl register map definition

Likewise, a hardware register decoder unit can be
generated from the same register table description in
devdesc. The analogon to the header in the VHDL
world is a register map package containing constant
definitions.

The more interesting thing is, to actually create
logic from the register description. It turned out, that
it is only a matter of careful translation style sheet
design to create bus decoder interfaces for a given
register map definition.

The register decoder again translates a software-
originating memory access to the MMR (memory
mapped register) area by an address/data tuple into
a manipulation of a flipflop based register or bit tuple
instance. So, for example, fully synthesizable code
can be generated at no manual intervention that pro-
vides:

1. A wishbone bus interface

2. A set of register signals that can be connected
to the corresponding IP core

From this concept’s perspective, the bus decoder
and the actual peripheral IP core are separate enti-
ties.

Having a single, flat register map for all peripheral
units may turn out in complex copy/paste and man-
ual indexing action, when, for example, designing a
SoC with several UARTs. Therefore, each unit, such
as the SPI controller, has its own, by default offset-
invariant register map.

Connecting each of these units to a wishbone bus
interface can also turn out into a redundant task that
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is normally mastered by the vendor specific System
Builder tools. However, instancing of peripheral units
and automatic generation can be implemented by us-
ing the devdesc Property abstraction layer. To un-
derstand the property abstraction in detail, an in-
depth study of the netpp HOWTO ([netpp] Appendix
A.1) may be necessary. In short, a property is just
a name for a thing. The ’thing’ can map to a static
value, register entity, or an exported variable some-
where in the C code. For more complicated handling,
a remote procedure call API is present (Getter and
Setter).

2.1.2 Peripheral device mapping

The devdesc property description layer allows some
freedom how to interpret the property data. By us-
ing some (reserved) special names for property group
nodes, a custom tool can pull some meta data from
the device description about the full peripheral ar-
chitecture map. The generated SoC peripheral unit
module, referred to as mmr perio (memory mapped
register peripheral I/O), therefore uses the following
reserved group names for device instanciation:

UNIT MAP
Defines the address mapping of all used register
map units (Fig. 3)

INSTANCES
Determines, how single or multiple device
peripherals are instanced (Fig. 4)

The top level interface to all peripherals is again
a bus, i.e. at least a address/data tuple plus some
read/write event wires. How these addresses are
mapped, is defined by a pseudo register definition,
as shown in Fig. 2.

This register, defined in the device descriptions it-
self, is internally used to slice the bus address into the
following bit fields

UNIT ADDR
The configuration address space, assigned to the
per-device register map decoder

DEVINDEX
If multiple instances of a device are used, this is
assigned to the device index (UART0, UART1,
...)

UNIT
The unit selection value, like 0: UART, 1: SPI,
2: I2C, ...

Fig. 3: Unit map XML config

Care needs to be taken with the UNIT ADDR slice.
It needs to match the register map address range. If
relevant bits of the register map address are masked
out by this slice, mirroring effects will occur, for ex-
ample an address of 0x104 will result in an effec-
tive address of 0x04. This however allows to imple-
ment backward compatibility tricks such that a driver
can deal with old and new hardware definitions by
a simple register map extension by keeping a ver-
sion code at the end of the map (respective to the
UNIT ADDR’s MSB).

The unit map definition, as shown in Fig. 3,
contains three reserved properties that map directly
to the corresponding bit fields of the unit map
pseudo register. The SelectDevice and SelectCfg

are struct containers, containing per-device settings.
This allows the DEVINDEX and UNIT ADDR por-
tions to be device specific, whereas the UNIT selec-
tion index remains global.

The device instances finally, as shown in Fig. 4,
define, how [often] a peripheral core is instanced. In
this example, there are two GPIO banks and up to
eight PWM units available (array nodes). All other
property nodes are single device instances.

Integrating a foreign core, like for example from the
OpenCores repository, is a supported option in the
devdesc language. If the property node has a ’hidden’
attribute set to ’true’, the decoder for this unit is
not generated. This for example allows to integrate
shared memory areas into the peripheral module.

The INSTANCES group section is also used to gen-
erate documentation for example as shown in Table
1.

2.2 CPU core

Based on prior experiences and on a certain develop-
ment standard, the CPU needs to meet the following
criterias:

• 32 Bit data width
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Fig. 2: Unit map pseudo register

Device id Offset Description Details

SysCtrl 0xFF8000 System controller Section 2.4.1
GPIO0 0xFF8200 GPIO bank controller Section 2.4.1
GPIO1 0xFF8220 GPIO bank controller Section 2.4.1
IRQ 0xFF8100 System interrupt controller Section 2.4.1
SPI 0xFF8300 Simple SPI controller Section 2.4.1
PWM[0..7] 0xFF8400, 0xFF8420, .. PWM controller (Simple) Section 2.4.1
TIMER 0xFF8500 Global timer unit Section 2.4.1
UART 0xFF8600 Simple UART controller Section 2.4.1
LCDIO 0xFF8700 Simple async I/O LCD controller Section 2.4.1
SCACHE 0xFF8F00 Software cache Section 2.4.1

Tab. 1: Device map SoC beatrix

Fig. 4: Device instances XML config

• High code density like ARM Thumb instruction
set

• GCC Support

• In-Circuit-Emulation features for source-code
Debugging (GDB) over JTAG

Most proprietary CPU cores provided by FPGA
vendors themselves tend to be rather fast, but also re-
quire quite some logic space plus don’t meet the high
code density requirements. Therefore, more complex
and larger programs are rarely feasible on small FP-
GAs. On the other hand, there are tiny 8bit proces-
sor solutions that require very little logic but lack the
programmer’s luxury and make it nearly impossible
to port complex networking solutions.

The author has experimented with various archi-
tectures:

• MIPS register based architecture (MIPS16
extension)

• 8051 architecture, register based

• AVR 8 bit architecture

• ZPU architecture (stack based)
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The MIPS architecture excels in speed, but not
code density, although the code can be shrunk by
about 30%-40% using the MIPS16 opcode set. How-
ever, implementing a MIPS16-opcode-only CPU is
tricky: interrupt/exception capability would have to
be implemented somewhat off the MIPS1 architec-
ture definitions. This is feasible, but the option was
dropped for small FPGA setups. The MIPS in gen-
eral is somewhat more resource-consuming, although
microcode tricks can be used to reduce the number
of ’hard’ opcode implementations. The experimental
MIPS consumes quite a few resources on the FPGA,
the full SoC would no longer fit on a 200k Spartan3E
device.

The 8051 architecture again is little efficient on 32
bit arithmetics and lacks GCC support. Although a
pretty good compiler is available (sdcc, see [sdcc] Ap-
pendix A.1), there are major portability issues with
existing C libraries and many 8051 specifics have to
be kept in mind. Therefore this architecture - apart
from being 8 bit only - was dropped as netpp capa-
ble/maintainable candidate.

The AVR architecture provided some decent code
density, but had again the limitations of 8 bit proces-
sors.

Finally, the ZPU architecture, conceived by Øyvind
Harboe ([zylin] Appendix A.1), is in general slower
than the MIPS architecture due to the stack machine
concept, but performs rather well in code density.
Also, due to its reduced instruction set, it is easy
to implement and verify. This is elaborated in more
detail below.

The ZPU has caught quite some interest in the
developer community due to its elegance and sim-
plicity. Various implementations of this architecture
have been released to the open source domain and are
proven to be very robust.

Table 2 finally shows a comparison among various
architectures of code density for a netpp libslave.a

basic implementation without TCP/UDP support.
The GCC -Os flag was enabled to optimize for code
size. The ZPU code does not seem to perform much
better than ARM Thumb and may not beat the
msp430 architecture, however there are some link
time relaxation features in the toolchain that produce
very small binaries and eventually may make the ZPU
the winner.

Due to the full GCC support, the netpp library
could finally be ported to the ZPU architecture with-
out making change to the source by using previously
made optimizations for processors with little memory
and no C library. Details of this port are elaborated
below (Section 4).

Architecture Library size (stripped)

i86-64 43104
MIPS32 31456
AVR8 24444
MIPS16 23448
ARMv5 Thumb 22016
ZPU 19620
MSP430 17504

Tab. 2: Code density comparison using -Os optimiza-
tion

2.2.1 Zealot ZPU ’small’ implementation

The Zealot variant was developed by Salvador E. Tro-
pea as a configureable, minimal version of the origi-
nal ZPU4 small design by Øyvind Harboe. A Test
Access Port solution was added by the author ([std-
tap] Appendix A.1) enabling program download and
debugging through a JTAG port.

The Zealot source code is VHDL and in the Open-
Source domain.

2.2.2 ZPUng

The ZPUng is based on a proprietary, very primitive
pipelined microcode 32 bit architecture that allows
to attach various front ends to different opcode sets.
The ZPUng implementation is fully compatible to the
ZPU instruction set with one minor difference con-
cerning interrupt handling. Apart from that, it serves
as a full drop-in replacement for the Zealot CPU and
provides much higher processing speed at little more
logic usage.

The ZPUng SoC integrates well with a System In-
terrupt Controller and has support for hardware ex-
ceptions. This is a crucial feature for code overlay,
see Section 4.1. Also, the ZPUng can be extended us-
ing embedded or parallel running coprocessors with
custom interaction using special code windows.

The ZPUng was developed by the author using a
Python based processor generator backend. VHDL
code for synthesis is available under a proprietary li-
cense.

2.3 System details

The classic microprocessor architecture provides a
UART interface of some sort, when lucky, contain-
ing a FIFO to buffer up characters if the CPU is not
able to process them immediately.

A UART, although it may seem like legacy, is
still the most common interface to deal with asyn-
chronous, full duplex data transmission. For netpp, a
raw UART driver backend already exists on the PC
side to test communication on a low level.
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Typically, when data is available, an interrupt is
triggered and a handler fetches the data from the
UART port. On very high UART speeds, frequent
interrupt handler calls slow down the main process-
ing loop. Therefore, copying over this approach from
the uC world to an FPGA is not the best idea. Since
most FPGAs are equipped with a dual ported RAM
– this being a requirement for the current processor
architecture as well – we can allow direct access to a
RAM buffer where the UART interface is streaming
in data while the CPU can address this buffer di-
rectly. This gives us some zerocopy-abilities (which
is a key feature of netpp buffer transactions), in favour
of some more processing performance. There are two
methods for zerocopy-approaches.

• Direct Memory Access (DMA)

• Shared memory buffer tricks

2.3.1 DMA

A specific memory area can be set up for data only, i.e.
single port access by the CPU. The other port is then
connected to a DMA controller unit which allows to
set up a continuous stream of data into the memory.
In a packet based communication, such as netpp, the
data expected is determined a priori, therefore data
buffers can be set up in memory right where the data
is wanted. When the data is ready, the DMA con-
troller simply sets a DONE flag or raises an interrupt
signal. This is easy to implement in a FPGA at not
much higher logic cost. However, data can be lost
when the DMA process is not reconfigured in time.
A remedy is a DMA logic with linked descriptors so
that buffer queues can be processed automatically.
This can be implemented much simpler though, as
shown below.

2.3.2 Shared memory tricks

The FIFO buffer of the UART can be configured that
it is continuously filled while the CPU can access this
buffer by a simple memory pointer. When data is
available, the CPU can advance the pointer. At the
end of the buffer though, the pointer will be wrapped
around and data is coming in from start. It is there-
fore a little tricky to deal with overruns, as the pe-
ripheral has a priori no notion of the CPU side data
pointer.

On the CPU side, the pointer will also have to wrap
around in order to read out more data. Conditional
jumps or masking to induce a wrap-around are costly
again, therefore a simple mirroring trick is used: The
actual buffer memory ranges, for example, from 0x00

to 0x3f. When masking out all MSBs down to bit

6, a continous read from 0x30 to 0x4f, for example,
will internally just wrap around as desired. This func-
tionality comes for free by the address slicing scheme
elaborated in Fig. 2.

The only thing the peripheral unit needs to do, is
to communicate when a certain buffer level has been
reached. This can be handled like in the DMA case
by maintaining a buffer level mark that raises an IRQ
event and a FIFO fill level register.

2.3.3 Implementation deficiencies

The ZPU architecture, in its ’small’ configuration,
uses a 32 byte wide memory I/O. Single byte or half
word addressing is emulated by a 32 bit access and
masking/shifting procedures. The reason for this is
to save logic that may even have to deal with un-
aligned accesses. Therefore, unaligned access is not
permitted on the ZPU architecture!

Because an access to other widths than 32 bit is em-
ulated using primitive access functions, memory ac-
cesses are done best using uint32 t *p pointer con-
structs. Here comes the problem: The peripheral is
byte-organized, whereas the ZPU bus is 32 bit wide.
As elegant as the two above memory approaches may
be, limited FPGA resources such as block ram enti-
ties may raise a restriction to the zero copy approach,
as the in and out memory ports will have different
widths. This will already cause a minimum of BRAM
primitives to be allocated, regardless of the actual
memory amount being used.

2.4 Documentation

As part of the netpp conversion tools, a hardware ref-
erence can be generated from the device description.
This is not elaborated in this paper, but an example
is given below.

2.4.1 Device details

This is a stub to demonstrate the linking of the auto-
generated Table 1 to a device specific section. This
section would, for example, document a specific IP
core and its corresponding registers, like the gener-
ated register bit schematic Fig. 5.

3 Configuration and build procedure

Many Linux developers and even users have compiled
their own kernels in different flavours for various ar-
chitectures. The Linux kernel configuration ’kconfig’
utility is thus quite known. It turns out, that it can
be used for hardware, likewise. However, the kconfig
scripting language is mainly used to configure param-
eters or to turn on or off existing features.
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Fig. 5: Example register rendering

So the configuration of the entire system is, apart
from the pure low level HDL coding, a matter of sev-
eral layers:

1. XML devdesc layer: SoC capabilities design

2. kconfig: Choice of CPU and peripherals

In other words: the devdesc file describes the pe-
ripheral architecture which is somewhat CPU invari-
ant. So the entire functionality set is spelled out in
the XML file. Components are then enabled/disabled
during the kconfig configuration process, or number
of peripheral units can be defined. Also, all CPU core
specific settings (memory ranges, cache configuration,
etc.) are made within the kconfig layer.

A high level user tends to not touch configuration
items inside source code, therefore a number of tools
is introduced. The full overview of involved tools:

xxe
The XML editor: graphical editing of the SoC
architecture description ([xxe] Appendix A.1)

kconfig
The Linux kernel configuration utility (Fig. 6)

make
The GNU make tool to control processing steps
and build code from source

gensoc
The in-house SoC generator utility: Translate
XML into VHDL, C and scripts

The gensoc utility takes care of the entire con-
version process from the SoC XML description to
all software-related header source code as well as the
HDL definitions and component instancing.

3.1 Build process

The make tool is the engine behind the entire setup
to keep source and generated files in sync. Finally, the
output of the synthesis results in a bit image file that
is downloaded to the FPGA. This is created by the

Fig. 6: Typical menuconfig dialog

vendor specific synthesis tools – those have been omit-
ted from the above tool list on purpose. Typically, the
synthesis tool expects HDL source and constraint in-
formation. Also, it may not allow a fully automated
configuration from the XML or kconfig source files by
default, some parameters may still have to be man-
ually specified in a constraints or tool settings file.
Since this is vendor specific, automated conversion
for synthesis is not covered in this paper. So, up to
synthesis, the typical work flow is as follows:

1. Design requirements in XML

2. Generate code stubs, implement IP core HDL
and interfacing with register map

3. Introduce configuration items in kconfig

4. Run make (either for synthesis or simulation)

5. Test config options, iterate from (1) until func-
tionality complete

3.2 Simulation (Model in the Loop)

CPU testing and verification can be a painful sub-
ject, especially when extended features like interrupt
and exception handling are combined with In Circuit
Debugging through a Test Access Port (TAP) and
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Fig. 7: Wave display

corresponding software solutions. The TAP must act
non-intrusive, otherwise debugging can turn out to
be a game of pure magic. To facilitate the debugging
and end up with a very robust interface, Model in the
Loop techniques have been deployed in the past to
co-simulate the SoC with software [cosim] Appendix
A.1. This finally allows to virtualize the entire so-
lution by replacing verified communication modules
through their virtual counterparts:

• Virtual JTAG adapter

• Virtual UART for console simulation

• Virtual RAM for memory back door peeking

• Virtual Bus for fast hardware tests without time
consuming CPU core simulation

These interfaces have been realized in as extensions
to the GHDL open source simulator using the VHPI
API ([ghdlex] Appendix A.1).

The simulation is in fact an executable binary that
implements a netpp server. The software, such as
a terminal speaking to the virtual UART and, last
but not least, the Debug Agent (gdbproxy) connects
to this server and allows the interaction of the run-
ning simulation with the user. While the simulation
is running, waveform data is output that can be read
by the powerful GTKwave application. This appli-
cation is available on most Linux distributions and
other operating systems.

As shown in Fig. 7, behaviour of program counter,
stack pointer and I/Os can be monitored ’live’ while
for example running a software front end that sends
commands to the virtual UART console. Obviously,
the simulation runs much slower than the real hard-
ware, so the software needs to be configured to deal
with greater timeouts.

3.3 Testing

If the FPGA is netpp capable, all functionality that
is implemented and exported as netpp Property can
be tested from an outside test bench, as well. This
can be run through the command line, however, the
Python interface may be more effective. For example,
a simple LED test may be run using the following
code:

import netpp

import time

# Connect to unit under test (UUT):

uut = netpp.connect( \

"DEV:/dev/ttyUSB1:500000")

root = uut.sync()

# Connect to In Circuit Tester:

testbench = netpp.connect( \

"DEV:/dev/ttyUSB2:19200")

tb = testbench.sync()

# Turn on 3.3V voltage:

tb.Voltage.set(3.3)

tb.PowerOn.set(1)

time.sleep(2)

root.LED.Green.set(1) # Turn on LED

val = tb.OptoSensor.Channel0.get()

# Check if LED is ok:

if val < 200:

raise SystemError, \

"Green LED too dim or not working!"

else:

print "Green LED test passed"

4 Implementation

The implementation of the entire system had been
following a somewhat dynamic path and tiny steps
over a long period of time. A coarse overview:

1. Implementation of SoC using one simple register
map

2. Automated implementation of SoC peripherals
from XML source

3. Driver software development and tiny operating
system tests

4. Software portability issues: netpp library for
ZPU architecture
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5. Size optimizations

(1) has been a repetitive manual process during the
implementation phase of various custom applications.
During development, some time was invested in ex-
ploring the automated peripheral generation. This
resulted in a modular structure and a number of con-
figuration solutions. This is described in more detail
in the conceptual part in Section 2.1.2.

Quite a number of implementations were made on
larger FPGA platforms where RAM space was not
an issue. However, in order to meet the IoT condi-
tions and steer towards competitivity with standard
microcontrollers, small FPGAs had to be addressed.
A typical netpp stack including drivers would fit into
16 kB on a ZPU SoC, but that might exceed the lim-
ited Block RAM amounts on smaller FPGAs or would
leave not much space for user applications. This asks
for some more functionality, like function overlays or
paging tricks as known from 8051 based solutions.

Another aspect coming in from various custom re-
quirements: The communication side needs to be fully
flexible. It may not make sense to design a one-chip-
solution based on just one fixed but complex net-
working interface. Rather, the communication inter-
face may be wanted to remain fully indifferent of the
actual device backend. This leads us to a modular
concept where a interface module is agnostic of the
capabilities of the device and all intelligence and up-
grade functionality is in the backend controlling the
hardware. From a manufacturer’s perspective, this
implies that the communication module is the same
for all variants of device backends.

4.1 Software SPI cache

To address the problem of restricted memory space on
the chip, a classic technique from the 8051 days was
taken as loose reference. Some 8051 compilers allow
to define overlaid functions in off-chip (virtual) RAM
pages, that are jumped into using a trampoline func-
tion. The trampoline itself would load code from an
external memory (for example SPI flash) and then
jump into the function in the overlay memory space.
This requires special support by the compiler and spe-
cial decoration in the source code of these overlayed
functions.

Since we are using a real 32 bit CPU with a rather
large possible address space, we can handle this prob-
lem using a simple cache logic instead of special code
generation at compile time. Functions can be placed
in virtual memory at linking time by using a linker
script. Access to the virtual portion of the RAM trig-
gers an exception inside the cache logic and causes
the processor to jump into a specific exception han-
dler which is loading program code or other data from

external memories.
The linker script example snippet below demon-

strates how specific segments for external memory
(sections xprog and xdata) can be defined. Program
code can then be placed explicitly into these segments
by decorating the functions with a special attribute
statement or using the linker script for the entire pro-
gram object code file, as shown below for bit map files
(bm*.o).

/* external cached data area: */

.ext.text :

{

_ext_program_memory = .;

KEEP (*(.ext.text))

} > xprog

. = 0x10000;

.ext.rodata :

{

_ext_data_memory = .;

/* Put bitmap files into ext ROM */

bm*.o(.rodata)

*(.ext.rodata)

} > xdata

This linker scripting is a pretty common standard
technique and is well documented. A portable li-
brary designed for little memory usage can therefore
be ported to the ZPU architecture at no major code
changes just by appropriate code placing in the linker
script. If an FPGA is large enough to hold the en-
tire program in block RAM, no changes will have to
be made to the code. All memory management is
handled in the board supply start up code.

The programmer is however required to analyze
and optimize the code page switching of frequently
called functions in order to maximize total perfor-
mance.

4.2 Communication module

Again, all intelligence is preferably buried in the con-
troller back end. So the communication module of
the entire networked control solution has no notion
of the actual device properties. Its only purpose is,
to serve as a dumb, but robust interface to the back
end FPGA. The communication channel is typically
UART, but there is basically no restriction to the in-
terface, although the role of the device (master/slave)
has to be considered when using for example I2C.
To summarize the most important arguments for this
concept:

1. Communication module is the same for all de-
vices

2. Preferably never software-updated in the field
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Fig. 8: 868 MHz radio module

3. Swappable for other interface

4. Security: If the communication protocol
is hacked by buffer overflow exploits, the core
device module (FPGA SoC) is not compromised.

Two kinds of modules and interfaces have been de-
ployed in the past for IoT applications:

4.2.1 ESP8266 WLAN module

The ESP8266 is a System on Chip with a 802.11 ca-
pable wireless Phy and embedded CPU, developed
by Espressif Systems . It is supported by various
partial open source software solutions, allowing to im-
plement:

• Client or WLAN access point

• Simple Modem-alike UART to TCP interface

• Web-Server

The author has also ported netpp to this platform,
in particular to serve as a smart netpp proxy. This
may seem a contradiction to the above principles
about a dumb interface, however served as a proof
of concept for more complex IoT scenarios. This is
somewhat beyond the scope of this paper, but is elab-
orated for the interested reader in Section 5.3.

4.2.2 868 MHz Radio module

This small thumbnail-sized radio module, developed
by miromico AG (Fig. 8) is featured by a power sav-
ing msp430 architecture and basically serves as UART
modem for a wireless variant of the netpp protocol.
The used protocol layer allows up to 127 local nodes
in a network cluster. The range of the radio commu-
nication was tested up to 30 meters.

5 Application scenarios

Development of IoT solutions typically raises a some-
what philosophical question: Who is the client and
who is the server? By experience, all requirements
of a simple and robust protocol lead to a clear client
and server relationship. However, by nature, this is
not what a user would intuitively request from a us-
age perspective. The gordian knot may appear very
soon when power saving aspects versus usability and
responsiveness come into play. First, let us categorize
the classical eco system of IoT devices:

Sensors
Measure parameters, report or log

Logic/Control
Evaluate sensor events, recognize a special state,
cause action, report to user, display log

Actuators
Controller device for a motor, display, etc.

5.1 Smart sensing

Assume a building management system with a sim-
ple people detection sensor. To save power, lights
are only enabled when persons are present. Now the
above gordian knot question comes up again: Do the
sensors push data when an event occurs, or are they
repeatedly polled by a client? Let us examine these
two scenarios under power saving aspects, to be pre-
cise: The sensors are in sleep mode if nothing is hap-
pening. Transmitting a radio telegram is assumed
power hungry, so communication must be kept to a
minimum.

Pull-Mode
Telegrams from the client cause a wake up of
the slave sensor unit in order to collect data,
respond, and go back to sleep.F

Push-Mode
Sensors are woken up by events, send a radio
telegram as master to a logic unit, return to
sleep mode.

It turns out, apart from other aspects, that the
Pull-Mode is more problematic to realize in general.
A Wake-On-Network is not supported very well on
many devices or may still be too power hungry. And
one important aspect to mention: addressing all avail-
able sensors in the neighbourhood by a broadcast re-
quest can cause quite a bit of communication traffic
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and may even jam the radio channels, if too many
devices respond at the same time.

On the other hand, a user expects a sensor value
query to react immediately. In a smart sensing net-
work, the following strategy turns out to be optimal:

1. Have many smart sensors operate in Push-Mode

2. Sensors send data to a smart ’Hub’. The Hub
collects, timestamps, causes actions, and logs
data. Power saving requirements are more
relaxed on a Hub, therefore the Hub is is always
assumed to be ready and online.

3. User queries a web-server on the Hub using a
normal browser.

After all, most FPGA solutions don’t perform best
with respect to power saving. Therefore it should
be noted that the discussed FPGA IoT solution is
not really meant to be advertised for ”lowest power”
smart sensing.

5.2 netpp ’hybrids’

There may be a use case, where a very small FPGA
is required, which does not have the resources to host
a full netpp solution, or even a soft core. In this
case, a communication module could take over the
intelligence part. Assume the following setup:

1. A small FPGA holds special interfaces plus a
simple register logic without embedded CPU

2. The FPGA implements some hard register
read/write protocol (I2C, SPI, UART, etc.)

3. The property list and netpp stack is realized on
the communication module which speaks to the
FPGA via the register protocol

In fact, this used to be the classical way, before
the FPGA SoC was proven to be capable to cope
with this task. netpp provides a register read/write
API using the device read() and device write()

functions – those are provided by the library user and
may directly map to a I2C register call. The FPGA
side then boils down to a simple design, but the clear
separation between communication and core is then
void. The work flow via XML is still the same at no
further overhead.

netpp hybrids have been realized with the commu-
nication modules listed in Section 4.2.

5.3 netpp proxies

One important property of the netpp protocol is, that
the roles of a client or server are reversible, i.e. the
protocol is fully symmetric and uses the same protocol
handler. Role reversal is a matter of the underlying
transport layer. For TCP and UDP, for example, the
roles can simply be reversed on a connection (socket
layer) level. For a USB or UART protocol however, a
packet layer may have to be introduced that separates
between master↔slave and slave↔master connection
relationship, if both roles are desired.

Another situation is that several clients may want
to access a UART based back end. TCP can sup-
port multiple peer connections, UART – by nature –
only one. If several clients wish to access the UART
based back end at the same time, session management
should be performed by a networking front end.

Now the matter becomes more complicated when
introducing a hub logic that acts as slave and master
at the same time while not only speaking to sensors,
but also to a user driven front end unit, like a PC
based web interface.

A user expects to:

1. Read out data from all sensor data from the
data hub

2. Address a specific actuator for manual interac-
tion

3. Possibly address a specific sensor or actuator for
software update

So, on the physical layer, communication needs to
be relayed from one interface (like Ethernet) to an-
other (like 868/933 MHz radio). This is where a
netpp proxy comes in. A proxy is just a netpp device
with special properties, in particular a ’Scan’ com-
mand property. This will cause a probe of devices
with a slave role in the connection neighbourhood of
the alternate physical interface or report back a list
of devices that have been registered to the proxy as a
master (like a smart sensor in standard power saving
operation mode).

Using raw netpp properties, a proxy soft-protocol
is implemented such that remote devices can be ac-
cessed – provided that they support a slave role – over
physical layer boundaries. This extra proxy logic re-
quires only little more resources so that it can run on
a simple bare metal hardware.

Real life netpp proxy implementations were real-
ized, such as:

• WLAN to 868 MHz radio proxy using a cheap
200k gate FPGA and standard communication
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modules (bare metal)

• UART to 868 MHz radio proxy directly on the
cc430 module platform (bare metal)

• WLAN to USB proxy using a MIPS based
WLAN chipset from Realtek (WRTnode module
with Linux support)

• WLAN to UART proxy on a ESP8266 module
(experimental, based on FreeRTOS)

5.4 Smart actuators

Building automatization, one of the main IoT seg-
ments, may require some smart air management, like
a ventilator with configureable rpm or a simple servo
based hatch control. Power saving aspects are not
much of an issue, as long as a few mA are tolerable.
This is where a cheap FPGA platform makes sense,
due to its specific interface options and hard realtime
control capabilities.

5.5 Demo: Smart lighting

As an example for demonstration, the author has de-
veloped a smart LED light based on an addressable
LED stripe using a vendor specific protocol. The pro-
tocol of these intelligent LEDs is not compatible to
classical (a)synchronous CPU interfaces and is quite
timing critical. It can be driven using standard in-
terfaces with some carefully selected CPU models, al-
though the resulting code is very system specific and
not portable. The programmable SoC setup on the
other hand allows to design own interfaces for this
purpose. As a result, the system is able to drive the
LED stripe while communicating with a peer (client
or server). The smart light has the following features:

• User can connect to the light via Wireless LAN
and control the features

• Light can be configured to fetch environment
information from the Internet, such as tempera-
ture, web cam image footprint information, etc.

A Conclusion

To summarize the achieved goals:

• It could be demonstrated, that the devdesc XML
language is capable for HDL design without
requiring further language extensions. Existing
register concepts are applicable by just designing
different XML conversion style sheets.

• By careful CPU core design, an entire netpp
stack plus board supply and peripheral drivers
can fit on a small FPGA equipped with 16 kB
block RAM.

• The modular concept by separating communi-
cation module from the actual, intelligent core
allows to create robust industry solutions in
short development time.
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